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Camp Solong, 2016 – (ongoing)

Camp Solong, (2016) Performative sculptural installation
and 3-day summer camp, in collaboration with Ethan
Hayes-Chute, implemented at Kunstverein Braunschweig,
with 6 participants

“This is one summer camp where we won’t pretend it’s not
going to end. We give you what it is; it’s a moment of camp,
with the end not just in sight, but also in practice!”
– Camp Solong Recruiting Jargon

Camp Solong is a performative, sculptural installation created
by Dafna Maimon and Ethan Hayes-Chute. The piece includes
the building of an open-air cabin structure as well as hosting
a three-day, overnight summer camp for adults. The summer
camp, in it’s first iteration, was located in the garden of
Kunstverein Braunschweig and hosted six previously unknown
campers chosen through an open call, who all shared the
common denominator of having experienced a recent loss.
Camp Solong is a nomadic summer camp, and in 2017, Camp
Solong was located in Ekenäs, Finland.

Together with the camp’s two counselors (the creators), the
campers join together for a program focusing on the emotional
labor arising from the very universal task of saying “goodbye”.
The campers take part in performance exercises, awareness
assignments, breathing and stretching classes, craft workshops,
cooking, games, obligatory naps and “directed playing”, and
end each day in their own bunk bed, placed closely together
within the open cabin structure, easily in arm’s reach of their
fellow campers. The camp can be viewed by the public
throughout it’s duration and working process, and each
season features an off-site ‘fundraising’ excursion to integrate
with the public realm. At the end of camp, the campers say
goodbye to everything but their memories of the experience.

Camp Solong, 2016 – (ongoing)

Camp Solong develops over several stages, each made visible
to the public. In the first performative part of the piece, the
artists work directly with the audience, assuming the role of
camp counselors and recruiting participants, or in this case,
potential campers, providing them with convincing brochures.
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Camp Solong: Nonstop Sunset, 2017

Camp Solong :Nonstop Sunset, (2017), Gallery Sinne,
Helsinki in collaboration with Ethan Hayes-Chute. The
exhibition functioned as headquarters for the actual camp
and was operated by trained Camp Solong rangers.

Orient Express 2017-ongoing

Orient Express, (2017) Immersive Installation (dimensions
variable) at Galerie Wedding, Berlin

Orient Express is a series of exhibitions, and performances that
were sparked from an autobiographical and micro historical
research looking back at exactly that; Finland’s first kebab
and falafel restaurant Orient Express, that was opened by the
artists Israeli father in 1985. Located in a Forum shopping mall
in Helsinki city center, the restaurant introduced Finns to the
previously unknown delicacies of the Middle East.

Studio as the performance Orient Express Yourself. There
it was equipped with a functioning kitchen, complete with
trained “restaurant workers”, whose task was to sell falafel in
exchange for the audiences own words. A few months later,
Orient Express expanded its operations to Galerie Wedding,
where the installation functioned as a ghostly memory of the
long gone restaurant. There it sold falafels to the audience
only on the opening in intervals, where the word-payment
was recorded into an old tape recorder. For the finnissage
the restaurant catered to people again with the performance
After Hours. Maimon scripted an absurd movement score
based on restaurant chores a worker performs when closing
up for the night. One chore, was to count the kassa; the
words collected on the opening, and thereby played back
within the performance as further fragmented memories to
a new audience.

Some years ago, Maimon found a rather strange high-budget
video ad from 1986, which her father had produced, and
which used his own exoticness in a high paced narrative to
market kebabs in Finland. Starting from this video-relic and
her childhood memories, the artist has now reworked the
commercial and re-imagined the restaurant.
Today Orient Express exists in a world beyond capital. The
restaurant was first reconstructed in Lilith Performance
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Orient Express, (2017) Immersive Installation (dimensions
variable) at Galerie Wedding, Berlin

Orient Express

Single Channel SD Video
(Original Video material from Orient Express commercial
from 1986
6,32 min / Digital video stills

Orient Express: After Hours, 2018

After Hours, (2018) 40-min performance set within the
immersive installation Orient Express at Galerie Wedding,
Berlin.

Orient Express Yourself, 2017

Orient Express Yourself, (2017) 5 hours participatory
performance at Lilith Performance Studio

Participatory performance where audience could buy falafel
in exchange for memories. The falafels were priced between
15 and 299 words. The audience paid by answering questions
posed by the “restaurant workers” that dealt with childhood
perceptions of family and - gender roles.

Both the questions and the answers could be heard over
loudspeakers in the restaurant installation, creating a semishared intimate space.

Related Primates, 2017

Related Primates, (2017) 10-member performance
emsemble, implemented as three, 3-hour-long
performances at Kunst Werke, Berlin.

“Happy to meet YOU! 5 minutes is many minutes”
– Related Primates Audition Greeting

Related Primates was a 3-hour long non-verbal “directed
experience” that took place in the Pogo Bar, and surroundings,
at Kunst Werke in Berlin, in which the bar was transformed into a
collective emotional landscape. In the bar, the Related Primates
10-member cast engaged the audience with performative
vignettes, participatory exercises, sculptural interventions and
sensory stimulations using, edibles, sound and movement,
leading them through an introspective body-fixated voyage.
The participants had to commit to the entire duration of the
experience and give away any screen or mobile device to take
part. They were then coerced to make contact with their own
inner selves, through actions of physical contact, meditation,
feeding, and chants performed in looping sequences by the
primates. This seductive and intimate state was interrupted
at times by the archaic character and paternal force “Daddy
Ding Dong,” giving way to a sinister but humorous eruption.

The performative program of the evening was developed
through a process of ensemble rehearsals, following an open
call in which 8 primates were chosen through a walk-in audition.
The rehearsal sessions, each a small, 3-hour workshop of
their own, occurred bi-weekly over the spring of 2017, where
experimentations with empathy-related exercises, playmethods, spirit animal-quests, psychodrama and amateurmovement practices evolved into a language of catharticbeing-togetherness.
Within this framework, Related Primates functioned as a
temporary community; the final performance was only one
chapter of the entire process
The rehearsals and performances were developed in collaboration with
artist and choreographer Emma Waltraud Howes. The stage design and
costumes together with artist and designer Tea Palmelund. Edibles were
developed by chef and cultural producer Caique Tizzi.

Related Primates, 2017

Related Primates, (2017) rehearsals at Bob’s Pogo bar
Kunst Werke, Berlin

Related Primates, 2017

Related Primates, (2017) documentation from auditions and
rehearsals

Related Primates, 2017

Related Primates, (2017) dress rehearsals at Kunst Werke,
Berlin.

Related Primates, 2017

Related Primates, (2017) 10-member performance
ensemble, documentation from the three, 3-hour-long
performances at Kunst Werke, Berlin.

Modern Lives, 2016

Modern Lives, (2016) Immersive performance installation
performed at Lilith performance Studio, 3h, performed by
16 amateur performers

Modern Lives, is an immersive performance environment,
which can be described as a choreography of daily life, wherein
sequences of domestic manoeuvres are set into motion and
repeat with no apparent end or true agency. Layered loops of
redundant actions and reactions weave together to create an
emotional landscape constructed through motion, time, and
space; wherein identity and self- construction are investigated
through alter egos and phantom-bodies.

historical period as their settings and performed a series of
monotonous choreographies designed to appear familiar at
first glance but ultimately surreal in nature. At a closer look
however, the performers would reveal themselves, just like
Mrs. Gyllendaal as contemporary characters “pretending
to be stuck in the past” as they would i.e. utilize a mobile
phone, or give one of the Gyllendaal’s a foot massage using
a cream-bottle from today.

Based on the artist’s mother Ulrica Maimon who in the early
2000’s took on the alter ego Mrs. Gyllendaal Af Berntas
a goldsmith’s widow from the 1860’s, Modern Lives is a
performance designed to engage the many sides of self and
perceptual dynamics.

Over the course of the performance the characters emerged
as doppelgängers of doppelgängers - or rather ‘multigangers’,
bootlegs and alterations of an already fragmented representation
of a self.

Commissioned by Lilith Performance Studio (Malmö, Sweden)
in 2015, the performance consisted of five interlaced domestic
spaces, each utilizing a high level of research and detail to
convey an aesthetic from the late 1800’s suitable to Mrs.
Gyllendaal Af Berntas’ imagined context. Featured in the stage
design were 3 identical kitchens, salons, maids rooms, and
exterior chicken coops inhabited by two sets of live chickens.
The performers inhabiting these spaces consisted of three
character types (performed by a total of 16 performers), a
maid, a widow, and a farm boy - who reflected the same

Audience members were invited to walk around both the
exterior and interior of the performance space thereby enabling
them to switch between passive viewing to active implication.
The performers of Modern Lives acknowledged the audience
only through subtle gazes and minimal suggestive phrases
that were designed to tempt a response but ultimately left
no room for interaction.
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Modern Lives, (2016) Immersive performance installation
performed at Lilith performance Studio, 3h, performed by
16 amateur performers
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Human Comma Being, 2015

Human Comma Being, (2015) 2-channel video installation

Human Comma Being is a documentary based video and
performance project that examines the complex interrelations
of identity, body and self, making transparent the dimensions
of the ego as a multilayered construction and projection.
Repetitive text structures with techniques of film editing such
as loops, asynchronicity and the staging of dream sequences
and mise en scene characterize the working method of the
project.

Installed at Künstlerhaus Bethanien and NRW Forum the
narrative two channel video installation combines footage
from performances with fictional and documentary video
material. The video installation follows a complex story line
that relates the actual practice of the artist’s mother, who has
created a Victorian alter ego for herself living in the 1860s to
the practice of her fictional son, an artist working with self
representation. Both, in turn, are linked to the playful creative
manner in which the matriarchal bonobo primates structure
the way they live together. Throughout the installation these
narrative strains and voices are connected, reconfigured,
and reconstructed through a twisted psychoanalytic reading.

Human Comma Being, 2015

Human Comma Being, (2015) 2-channel video installation
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Human Comma Being, (2015) 2-channel video installation

Human Comma Being –
set for Coda performance

Human Comma Being, (2015) paintings, foam pillars,
painted wood

Extended I Exercise (EIE)
The Class, 2015

Participatory Performance, (2015) 60min, digital stills and
video stills

First conceived as part of the fictional art-practice of
the character Isaac Mann, (an artist working with selfrepresentation in the video-work Human Comma Being
2015), Extended I Exercise is now an independent movement
technique, which aims to bring people into contact with their
bodies and their true selves. The technique is practiced by
videotaping the body with smart-phones attached to the
body in “selfie-mode” while conducting a set of movements
borrowing from ballet, contact improvisation and yoga. In
it’s philosophy relayed through the class opening speech,
theories and concepts derived from Lacan’s mirror stage,
oneness theory and motivational speaking are fused,
twisted and preached in an absurd but yet sincere attempt
to connect humans with each other.

EIE - The Class performed and presented as a 60-minute
audience par ticipator y movement-class, of fers the
participants the possibility to let go of their inner critiques
and egos by playing along in an obviously fictional system.
“Extended I Exercise” is a hyper embodiment of “the
selfie-culture”, which mirrors and raises questions on our
obsession with the individual in contemporary culture.
Extended I Exercise has been taught at Kunst-Werke Berlin,
NRW Forum Düsseldorf and Kunstkraftwerk Leipzig.
Extended I Exercise classes are lead by Michael Norton

Extended I Exercise (EIE)
The Class, 2015

Participatory Performance, (2015) 60min, digital stills and
video stills
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Participatory Performance, (2015) 60min, digital stills and
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The Dinner

The Dinner, was a 6-hour performance at Agora Collective
(Berlin)set over a five-course meal of giant falafel globes,
excessive plates of spaghetti among others. The
performance shifted in form between a film screening,
lecture, and an artist studio visit. During the dinner the artist
gave speeches, and showed films that led the audience
through a narrative that tracked the artist’s involvement in
global warming due to her families part in globalizing Falafel
and exporting it to the north in the 1980s.

Performance, (2015) 6 hours,

The audience was seated according to name tags, which
carefully kept track of their leftovers, which they could take
home in vacuum-packed bags afterwards. Throughout the
evening several additional performers and invited artists
seated amidst the audience, intervened unannounced by
reading erotic poetry, speeches on waste management, the
bonobo primates and Hebrew falafel blessings. Collective
eating exercises were also given to the audience as part of
the events attempt to exercise intimacy as a path to empathy.
The Dinner examined the way paradoxical human behaviors
create a neurotic loop between a desperate conscientiousness
and care of the planet and an active hands-on destruction of
it.

The Dinner

Performance, (2015) 6 hours,
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Performance, (2015) 6 hours,

ShePs

ShePs was a performance made in collaboration with
Hanne Lippard, performed atop a floating raft sailing along
the landwehrkanal of Berlin. The audience could follow the
raft and listen to the various performances when parked at
different stations. ShePs utilized the structure of the GreekChoir turning the fellow writers’ voices – those afloat the
raft – into an absurd chant of failed navigation attempts,
while the performers Lippard and Maimon delivered a timely
and tongue-in-cheek rendition of Homer’s Odyssey, Canto
III, mixed in with references to the German-Greek economic
crises, and the never ending hunger of Berlin’s multiplying
artist population.

Performance, (2015) 20 min, in collaboration
with Hanne Lippard

ShePs was part of “A Soft Tragedy”, a collaborative, spatial
story telling project by Lorenzo Sandoval and Kinderhook
& Caracas staged during the Project Space Festival Berlin,
2015.

ShePs

Performance, (2015) 20 min, in collaboration
with Hanne Lippard

ShePs

Performance, (2015) 20 min, in collaboration
with Hanne Lippard

